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Galaxy Technology Company Profile
Galaxy Technology Co. was established in the year 2010 with a clear vision to be a significant player in 
Electromechanical, Telecommunication, IT Network solutions, Industrial and Oil & Gas field solution business in the 
Middle East.

Today the projects Galaxy Technology involved is spiraled around the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia ranging from 
Electromechanical, Telecommunications to IT and a major supplier to Oil and Gas field specialized equipment's and 
solutions. Industrial projects includes our specialized range of Composite Wrap solutions which is gaining world wide 
recognition for its unique technology and low cost quick fixes to several of the problems faced in the industry.

Digital Transformation Division
A newly established division in the year 2019 to support our customers to embrace the changes of doing business in 
the new digital way.  Enabling a smooth transition from an Analog to Digital era of business.  A cohesive integration of 
various disruptive technologies and tools, ensures a seamless working with people, processes and systems.  Thus, 
resulting a sustainable business and best ROI

We Offer:
• SAP Business One (SME ERP) implementation services
• Business process and tool utilization audit services
• Mobile based business dashboards and KPI tracking
• Robotic Process Automation (RPA) services
• Custom Apps for productivity and functionality extensions

Our Approach:
• Agile approach to accommodate changes faster 
• Pragmatic project milestones and delivery
• Continual improvement for perfection
• Seamless integration for better efficiency and control
• Custom deployment: On-premise, cloud or Hybrid 

Our Value Add:
• Documentation through process mapping 

• Efficiency through analysis & 'muda' reduction 

• Teamwork through end-to-end workflow automation 

• Seamless flow through cloud integrations 

• Competitiveness through KPIs and monitoring



4 + 1 Digital Transformation
Architecture Model View
“The purpose of business is to create and keep a customer” Peter Drucker

Customer
Success!

Data Usability Value Addition

Innovation Readiness Competition Tackling

Data Usability:  Informed Decisions.  Decision Support Systems – Converting huge chunk of data into 
   information
Value Addition:  Knitting together processes with automation to enhance the efficiency, thus adding value
Innovation Readiness: Innovate or perish!  At a business strategic  “Inflection Point”, Innovation is key for growth or 
   even for survival
Competition Tackling: Collaborating, the new way of eliminating competition

Digital Transformation
Change is inevitable.  Business has to embrace changes as and when the new models arrive.  Digital technology and 
tools have changed the way we do business.  Digital Transformation is to modify or build new processes, business 
culture and customer experiences.  Digitization has brought many new business models, which was not existing or 
heard in the past.  Many disruptive technologies and automation capabilities made the digital era of doing business 
into a totally new dimensions.  Location, distance and time are no more a barrier for doing business globally.  With the 
digital way, globalization has become a reality.  An agile and digitally enabled organization promises better business 
sustainability and assures better ROI



Reporting and Business
Analytics Services
Enabling informed decisions!

What do we offer?
We provide a custom reporting and analytical service to cater to your various routine report generation 
requirements. Tracking of various KPIs and alerts on different threshold points will make your business decisions 
faster, thus making your business agile.

Data is fundamental.  But data alone is not sufficient.  We need to convert data into useful information and should be 
available for decision making.  We create custom dashboards according to the role and responsibility of the user.  
The managers will be provided with the up to date information so that they can make informed decisions.  

Any business needs to survive and grow, bound to have the right information at the right time with the right people.  
The faster the decisions can be taken based on the correct information will influence the growth.  

Anytime | Anywhere | Any Device

How it benefits?
Live information.  
Information on the move.  
Better tracking of KPIs.  
High responsiveness and faster decisions help to make customers and partners happy.
Any device, anytime and anywhere!

Technology & Tools
SAP Analytics Cloud | MS Power Platform
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SAP Business One ERP
Implementation Services
Integrated transaction and process automation!

What do we offer?
Galaxy Technology offers a custom ERP implementation service for automating your transactions and business 
processes.  It provides you with the up to date, and timely information on your A/C Receivables, A/C Payables, 
Inventory Status, and other business-related information.  

We do practice an agile approach for the SAP Business One ERP implementation process. Our functional experts 
explain the various business processes and collect your business-specific information to configure the system.  
Any business needs automation.  Both the novice and experienced businesses require an integrated ERP system 
like SAP Business One.  Any line of business, such as Manufacturing, Distribution, Retail, Oil & Gas, Trading, 
Services, etc.  needs SAP B1 for the business transaction and process automation.

Comprehensive | Workflow enabled | Extensible

How it benefits?
An Integrated business environment. 
A well-informed decision making. 
Timely process and transaction alerts.  
Effective approval process.  
Compliance with International financial reporting standards Eg.: IFRS.  
Effective cash flow management.  
Proper inventory control.  
A complete business transaction automation system is addressing the best ROI.

Technology & Tools
SAP: Business One | HANA | Crystal Reports
          Analytics Cloud | Add-Ons | MS Power BI
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Robotic Process
Automation & AI Services
Innovate or Perish!

What do we offer?
As we all know, any business consists of a lot of processes.  Say its marketing, sales production, procurement, etc.  
To do a successful business, we need to do various tasks in coordination. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is the 
technology that enables computer software (robots) to do these jobs—replacing human availability and 
dependency.  Advantage:  Robot never sleeps, never gets exhausted, and never asks any leaves!  Available 24 
hours and 365 days!

We, Galaxy Technology, will identify the potential areas of your business to automate using Robots. Mostly, any 
standard business rules-driven, repetitive and voluminous tasks are the ideal candidate for automation.  By 
automating these tasks, an organization can achieve a considerable reduction in the back-office work, and 
turnaround time, maintain high-quality standards.  It is ideal for any business which has high volume repetitive tasks 
on a day to day basis.  

Artificial Intelligence | Machine Learning | Cloud Integrations

How it benefits?
Better Accuracy.
Better Compliance. 
Immediate cost savings and high scalability.
Easiness to start.  
You can implement RPA for any business and any process.  
You can integrate with the existing system.  
Easy to manage and scale.  
Compared to any other automation solution, RPA gives the best ROI, faster!

Technology & Tools
UiPath | IBM Watson | AWS | Azure
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Feature Expansion Apps and
Cloud Integration Services
 Seamlessly integrated extensions!

What do we offer?
In business, Innovation is inevitable.  Adopting Innovation in any business is a challenge.  Not because of the 
innovative idea, but since the practical difficulty to integrate the same with the existing system.  To a certain extent, 
the survival of any business depends on the speed at which they respond to the ever-changing customer behavior 
and expectations.

We, Galaxy Technology, will do a functional workshop to understand the new requirements.  We identify the 
Integration points, say it with other on-premise systems, or with any cloud services.  From here we architect and, 
implement a suitable solution for your company. 

Now we are in a situation that, businesses cannot survive without automation.  Most of the companies have some 
automation available.  For any business, which would like to extend the functionality, we can provide solutions.  

Functionality | Productivity | Cloud

How it benefits?
Satisfying the customer is nothing but achieving more business.  
A growing company has to manage effectively.  
Effective management of any business is through improving processes and automation.  
By developing and adding new features to the existing system and integrating them
with the other systems or services brings better control and business improvement.

Technology & Tools
MS Power Platform | AWS | Azure
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Technology

We are enabling companies to have a smooth transition from an Analog to Digital era of business.  A cohesive 
integration of various disruptive technologies and tools ensures a seamless working with people, processes, and 
systems.  Thus, resulting in sustainable business and best ROI

Digital
Transformation
Services 

Contact

Vipin Kumar
Head – DTD & Solution Architect
M: +966 58 011 1270
vipin.kumar@galaxytech.com.sa

7978 Abi Bakr As Siddiq – An Nafl, Unit No: 7979, Riyadh 13312 – 4078. K.S.A

www.galaxytech.com.sa • info@galaxytech.com.sa • P: +966 11 201 9406

SAP Business One | SAP Analytics Cloud | MS Power BI | RPA & AI | Digital Transformation

https://twitter.com/DtdGalaxy
https://www.instagram.com/galaxydtd/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/galaxy-technology-company/
https://www.facebook.com/Galaxy-Technology-Company-Digital-Transformation-Division-613360409316448
https://in.pinterest.com/vipin2256/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC24BqwCOfnLKyekIGDERBlw?view_as=subscriber
https://www.slideshare.net/VipinKumar35
https://www.xing.com/profile/Vipin_Kumar
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